
 

 

Curriculum Intent:  
Maths  

 
 
At Wood End, we want all children to develop a love for mathematics and we believe that every child should 

achieve to the best of their potential. We want children to master the maths that they learn and become 

happy, confident mathematicians as they progress.  

 

We aim to ensure all children: 

 

 Receive a relevant, challenging and enjoyable curriculum.  

 Follow a Maths Mastery approach of embedding fluency, reasoning, and problem-solving skills.  

 Develop the use of mathematical language.  

 Are proficient in the four operations and achieve fluency of key facts.  

Mastery Maths Approach 

Our Maths Mastery approach aims to embed a deep and secure understanding of maths through sustainable 

learning. We believe that the ability to calculate number, work logically and systematically solve problems, 

and apply skills and knowledge to a variety of mathematical contexts is a key life skill. Our learning journey 

allows for children to build on fluency skills to master the fundamentals of maths, alongside developing the 

ability to reason and make connections between concepts whilst using mathematical language. This thinking 

will be challenged through solving problems. Links to other subjects will be highlighted within the curriculum. 

To support this, we utilise a CPA approach: concrete, pictorial, abstract. This allows children to experience 

maths physically through the use of resources, before finding an age-appropriate visual way of representing 

their findings and understandings, followed by a chosen written form. We believe that this ensures pupils 

understand what they are doing rather than just learning to repeat routines without grasping the knowledge. 

Teaching for mastery supports our belief that all pupils can achieve. Each lesson is therefore delivered to the 

mixed-ability class through a series of ‘small steps’ to ensure every child has the same experiences and 

access to learning.  

 

 

How Is Maths Taught at Wood End? 

 

Within Foundation, sessions follow ‘Master the Curriculum’ documents which have been created to embed 

Mastery Maths whilst following the WRM scheme of learning. The units covered in EYFS begin with the 

opportunity for pupils to settle in and become familiar with the provision, class routines and key times of 

day. The core units of: number (within 20), measure, shape, and spatial thinking are then built upon and 

revisited through the Foundation year.  

 

 



 
Maths content in KS1 follows a carefully planned and sequenced progression framework established through 

White Rose Maths, reflecting the National Curriculum. Each half term is split into core units consisting of: 

place value, addition and subtraction, shape, length and height, weight and volume, multiplication and 

division, fractions, position and direction, money, and time. Each unit is revisited and consolidated over the 

school year to build upon the skills developed through small steps.  

 

All maths at Wood End is taught through four timetabled inputs per week. These inputs recap quick-fire 

fluency skills and introduce reasoning/mastery skills which are then developed further through small adult-

led groups and continuous provision. 

 

Additional maths opportunities naturally arise through the provision and environment which has been 

carefully planned and managed by staff.  

 

Children based in class with SEND receive targeted intervention during lesson time, from a highly skilled staff 

member, which is indicated on weekly planning.  

 

What Does Maths Look Like at Wood End Infant & Pre-School?  

 

Each classroom has a maths working wall which shows the small steps taken throughout the current unit. It 

displays a learning journey inclusive of key vocabulary, national curriculum objectives being covered, and 

examples of children’s concrete, pictorial and abstract work.  

 

High quality White Rose Maths, Primary Stars and NCETM resources are all used across the school to inform 

planning and provide challenging activities for all pupils, following our Mastery Maths approach.  

 

Every class has a growing variety of maths resources that children can access independently through 

provision including, but not limited to: base 10, multilink cubes, number lines, Numicon, digit cards/fans, 

counters, 100 squares, number frames, part-whole models, 2D and 3D shapes, dice.  

 

At the end of each unit, WRM resources are used to assess KS1 pupils’ progress and attainment within small, 

supported groups. To ensure previous knowledge is retained, teachers use ‘Flashback 4’ activities as either 

morning work and/or an input/plenary. These fluency questions cover something from the previous lesson, 

the previous week and topics from earlier in the year or even the year before.  

 

Misconceptions are planned for through careful questioning and clear modelling.  

 

As with Maths Mastery, all pupils are challenged to complete the same work but receive differentiated 

scaffolding based upon their needs shown within the input, not pre-empted beforehand.  

 

To help embed mastery, KS1 pupils are often ‘challenged’ through the week to independently complete 

hands on mini tasks, through continuous provision.  

 
A carefully planned Maths Celebration Day is included within the school’s annual calendar. Children from 
across the school have the opportunity to work within mixed-age groups, applying Maths skills to practical 
situations, reasoning games and age-appropriate life skills.  
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